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Currently, there are many different fuzzing types. 
According to [Godefroid et al., 2017], grammar-
based fuzzing is one efficient method. However, 
the grammar of the program input is hard to 
gain. It is usually generated manually, which is 
challenging, time-consuming and error-prone.
This research is using the symbolic execution to 
automatically analyze the parser and generate 
the valid input grammar accordingly.

Introduction
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Future Work

The grammar here is a group of description 
which can identify valid program input.
Different file will have different grammar to 
satisfy

The actual grammar may not satisfy the file 
specification

The grammar may not be published due to 
security reasons

The image shows the requirement in PNG specification

The path explosion problem exists. The 
complicated binary will prevent further grammar 
generation

The problem exist in symbolic execution still get 
unsolved. For example, the unlimit chunk size 
will cause problem when generating multiple 
different PNG chunks.

Working process design

This image shows the working process. 

Function pruning: Finding out the function 
which is irrelevant to the grammar, and 
preventing analyzing them during symbolic 
execution.

Symbolic execution: Analyzing the parser, 
generating the path constraints.

Checksum handling: Using uninterpreted 
function format to present checksum and 
avoiding analyzing.

Grammar generating: When the program 
enter the valid termination condition, generating 
the grammar for input.

Supporting more different checksum handling
Giving solution to unlimited chuck size
Testing more file parsers
Implementing new grammar-based fuzzer to 
use the grammar we generated

Sample resultExisting Work

Now, there are some input grammar learning 
tools, including: 
Tupni [Cui et al., 2008]
GLADE [Bastani et al., 2017]
Learn & Fuzz [Godefroid et al., 2017]

Compared to them, this research 3 contributions:
Implementation based input grammar 
generation. The grammar is more specific to 
implementation

No initial file preparation.
New checksum handling method.

Here is an example of PNG grammar (not 
complete):

Here is an example of generated PNG 
details:

Actually, we can find that the actual 
implementation doesn’t match the file 
specification. No IEND chunk and no 
checksum field in IDAT chunk.

The image shows how we generate grammar of checksum

The image shows the actual grammar of checksum
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